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Maria Helena de Senna Fernandes, 
President of IFFAM Organizing Committee, 
speaks at the opening ceremony Officiating guests of the IFFAM took a group photo in the opening ceremony

Secretary Alexis Tam (second from right)

Talent Ambassor Lim Yoon A

“Mandy” Panos Cosmatos (Director)

From left: Programming consultant - Violeta Bava, 
Giovanna Fulvi, Hiromi Aihara, Fionnuala Halligan and 
US consultant - Maxine Leonard
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RED CARPET: A PARADE OF INTERNATIONAL AND ASIAN FILM STARS

Talent Ambassor Nicolas Cage Nicolas Cage and Alvin Chau

“Mandy” Panos Cosmatos (Director)

From left: New Chinese Cinema Jury - Lapa Nick
James Stephanie Bunbury and Shu Kei From left: Mike Goodridge,  Alice Augusto and Simone Ho

From left: “The Outsiders” Hu Ning-Yuan (director), Ko Yi-Chin (producer), Lin Po-Jui (lead 
actor), Chen, Hung-Chien (2nd female lead), Ko Han-Chen (director)

From Left: “Empire Hotel” Ivo Ferreira (director), Kam Kwok Leung 
(actor), Eliz Lao (actress), Cristina Soares, Pedro Cardeira (producer)

Wilfred Wong (President and Executive Director of 
Sands China Ltd and Honorary Advisor of the 3rd 
International Film Festival & Awards Macao)
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Prolific actor, director and producer 
Nicolas Cage was asked this year to 
become a talent ambassador for the 
International Film Festival and Awards – 
Macau and he graciously accepted. 
It’s not the first time in Macau for the 
Hollywood star who won over the hearts 
of Chinese audiences long before his 
compatriots were set on cracking the 
lucrative market. Five years ago Cage was 
bestowed with the Best Global Actor in 
Motion Pictures award at China’s Huading 
Awards ceremony hosted in Macau.
Speaking at a press conference over the 
weekend, Cage said he is grateful for 
the reception he’s had in China and says 
he holds the country, its cinema and its 
people with the highest of regards.

So much of Hollywood is itching for 
acceptance in China. But you’ve already 
made it. What do you think of your 
success here?
Nicolas Cage - There is a reason why 
I keep coming back to this part of the 
world. I am here to say thank you. I know 
that the reason I am still blessed in Asian 
movies is largely because of China and 
Chinese cinema and investors, [who] 
have thankfully enjoyed my presentation 
in different films. It’s because of the film 
industry here that I think I’m blessed to 
continue working. 

What are your thoughts on the 
development of Asian cinema, particularly 
in China?
NC - I think that Asian cinema is really one 
of the great presentations of cinema in 
the history [of this industry]. The amount 
of style and talent that goes into Chinese 
movies, Japanese movies, Korean movies 
is quite remarkable. I have been blessed 
to work in several Asian productions.

Do you sense a style inherent to Chinese 
cinema?
NC - There is a style to it and a charisma 
and energy that borders on musical, 
operatic, dance and ballet... and violence. 
I find it very powerful and very exciting. I 
can’t say that all Chinese film embraces 
that style, but I can say that my first-hand 
experience with Chinese filmmaking has 
that sense of rhythm. When I did Bangkok 
Dangerous, I remember [co-director] 
Danny Pang saying to me: ‘When you fire 
the gun, I want it to be bam-bam, bam’ 
– one-two, three – down to that level of 
detail! Almost like the gunfire itself was 
percussion or music. It was that precise 
that it was almost like dance.

You live in Las Vegas and have made 
many films there. Do you see Macau as 
a sister city?
NC - I don’t really think that. I think that they are 

two entirely different cities, with the exception 
that some of the hotels are similar. With the 
Portuguese influence and the Chinese cuisine 
and style, I think Macau stands in its own right 
as a unique experience.

Then how do you see Macau?
NC - I think this is a place that has a 
wonderful history. Macau is fascinating 
to me because of the harmonious cultural 
interactions between Chinese and 
Portuguese. When I walk and look around 
Macau, I enjoy looking at the architecture 
and seeing the influences. I took a tour 
once, about two years ago, and the tour 
guide said something so touching to me. 
He said that the children, when they go 
to school, they walk together […] and 
they’re completely safe. It [Macau] always 
seemed like a nice place to retire one day.

Any advice for aspiring actors and 
filmmakers?
NC - My advice is very simple. Do not let 
others impinge or attack your dreams or 
your belief in your own abilities. I almost 
didn’t make it as a film actor. I was told I 
couldn’t do it by people very close to me. 
I was rejected, rejected, rejected: nobody 
wanted to make a movie with me. [Aspiring 
filmmakers] need to remember that there 
will be those who want to kick you off the 
path and you just have to not give up. DB

Q&A | Nicolas Cage
CHINESE CINEMA IS MUSICAL, 
OPERATIC… AND VIOLENT

Lim Yoon A, also known as Yoona, is one of the most recognizable 
names in Asian entertainment and one of the talent ambassadors 
for this year’s International Film Festival and Awards – Macau. 

Based in South Korea, Yoona has found considerable success 
as a member of the popular K-pop group Girls’ Generation. 
More recently, she has become a rising star in television and 
film, including a role in the 2017 movie Confidential Assignment, 
for which she won the Most Popular Actress in the Baeksang & 
Seoul Awards.

“I was very happy to play a part in Confidential Assignment. This 
was my first movie that was welcomed and loved by the public,” 
said Yoona through a translator at a press conference over the 
weekend. “For me, the most interesting part is the preparation 
process. During this time I can learn a lot about the character.”

Asked if she would consider work outside of Korea, Yoona said 
she would relish the challenge but expressed concern about hav-
ing to overcome language barriers. “In order to take my acting 
career to the next level, the most important thing for me to do is 
to learn a new foreign language and make myself fluent in it,” she 
said. DB

YOON SAYS LANGUAGES NEEDED 
FOR ‘NEXT LEVEL’ CAREER


